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WORKINGTON REDS – FANS SURVEY (AUGUST 2017)

WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT BOROUGH PARK
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES

Workington Reds wish to take the opportunity to thank all our passionate supporters who
took the time to complete the recent survey. As we plan a successful future together, what you
told us about Borough Park will be very significant to our decision making process.
As the Club believes everyone connected with the Reds should have a shared
understanding of the Club’s focus and intended direction, this document contains a summary
of all the responses we received.
Our survey was launched on the 11th August and published in the Times & Star newspaper
and on their website. The following day, when we played our first home game of the season
against Halesowen, survey forms were distributed to everyone passing through the turnstiles
and also inserted in every copy of the match day programme. A few days later, the online
survey was also made available via our website and a link was emailed to everyone on our
subscribers’ email list.
By the closing date on 28th August, we had received 215 responses and we began the task
of analysing the data. We were particularly encouraged to discover the responses came
from a wide range of our supporters, across all the age groups; those who live locally and
attend nearly every home game, as well as others who can only get to Borough Park just a
few times each season. What is very clear is everyone is a genuine fan, with the Club’s best
interests very much at heart.
When completing the survey many of you took the opportunity to also share your personal
comments or suggestions, about how we can improve conditions within our stadium. This is
such vital feedback, the majority of which will be taken on board for careful consideration.
We have also included all these comments to give everyone a good indication of your
collective thoughts.
The next step is to continue to firm up on all our options, which will be presented in a further
round of consultations. This may take a little time, but rest assured all fans will once again
be invited to attend and share their views.

Thank you once again for your loyal support.
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Response to Question 7 (Fans Survey Aug 2017)

Q7 - Do you think the Reds should seek a new longer lease of Borough Park and
endeavour to access funding to re-develop the stadium?

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

NOT SURE

10%

AGREE

Q7

20%

STRONGLY AGREE

65%

RESPONSES

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NOT
SURE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

139

44

22

7

3

64.65%

20.47%

10.23%

3.26%

1.39%

215
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Response to Question 8 (Fans Survey Aug 2017)

Q8 - Do you think the Reds should seek an alternative ground elsewhere to play their
home games?

STRONGLY AGREE

10%

AGREE

STRONGLY DISAGREE

8%

38%

Q8
NOT SURE

22%

22%
DISAGREE

RESPONSES

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NOT
SURE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

21

17

48

47

82

9.77%

7.91%

22.33%

21.86%

38.13%

215
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Response to Question 10 (Fans Survey Aug 2017)

Q10 – Please read the list of potential improvements to Borough Park and select the
THREE which you consider the most important.

Q10
IMPROVED DISABLE ACCESS
BETTER FLOODLIGHTING
MAJOR FACELIFT TO OUTSIDE OF GROUND

19.4%

IMPROVED CATERING OUTLET(S)
BETTER COVERED AREAS

19.9%

MORE PARKING ON SITE
NEW TOILET FACILITIES

19.6%

IMPROVED PLAYING SURFACE
UPGRADED BAR FACILITIES
MORE SEATING

0

50

RESPONSE
S

*

215

100

150

ANALYSIS OF THE SELECTIONS
MORE SEATING

50

BETTER COVERED AREAS

126

UPGRADED BAR FACILITIES

68

45

IMPROVED PLAYING
SURFACE

35

IMPROVED CATERING
OUTLET(S)
MAJOR FACELIFT TO
OUTSIDE OF GROUND

NEW TOILET FACILITIES
MORE PARKING ON SITE

124
39

123
21

BETTER FLOODLIGHTING
IMPROVED DISABLE ACCESS

13

(Footnote to Question 10 - *Total of 634 selections made on 215 completed forms)
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
Please note: The listings are in no particular order and the supporter’s identity has been omitted.

101

New site - new identity - new start - - the board and indeed the supporters are the ‘;club’ please try and make Borough Park work for the REDS.

102

I love Borough Park! Love the history, but it’s old and NEEDS a face lift. New floodlights are
not great. I would prefer to do Borough Park up, but would also look at another option if it
mean’t more modem standards.

103

Development of the Derwent End (seating, and/or covered area, as it is currently the least
used section of the ground). Only away supporters use that end of the ground when their
team is attacking that end. Some seating or cover would attract more to that end. The
roofing of the East Stand and South Stands needs looking at, and the stand on the Main
Road side should be returned to its former state, with seating along the length of the stand.
This would encourage more people to attend, and get regular attendances of 1000+, and not
just at matches with large away team attendances such as the Salford and FC United
games, in recent years.

104

I am fully supportive of staying at Borough Park, if viable. I would however be happy to
move to somewhere close by (within 1 mile) to a new stadium with Reds as major owners /
leaseholders and widely utilised by others. I don’t think we can mix football with rugby
unless the pitch issue can be sorted. I don’t think we want too big a new facility (perhaps
3000 to 5000 max), as we don’t want a soulless stadium.

105

Allow more Ladies games on Borough Park, the ladies game is growing year by year so
Reds should try and make it grow with their Woman’s Team.

106

We must in my opinion remain at Borough Park. It is a very nostalgic and historic stadium
and is ideal for soccer. We have already, some of the best terracing in the country. We
should form a committee of outside business people with perhaps one member of the board.
The task should be to secure a long term lease and outside funding for a new grandstand.
The local council should take part in this task for the good of the community at large.
Humphrey Dobie and Dale Brotherton would be two people to have on this committee.
Stobart and BNF should be invited to play a role, plus other business people in the town.
Sea cadets, boy scouts and other members of the community should be invited to join us in
this new stadium. Office space to lease in order to generate much needed income.

107

If Allerdale Borough Council wish to sell Borough Park for a new development, then can a
planning condition be put in place to secure funding for a new football ground?

108

Borough Park is a wonderful ground. Allerdale Borough Council should look after the
stadium and support the club for the benefit of the community.

109

1) I think the addition of a modern light and airy function room incorporating a new bar and
food outlet to replace the current rather dated facilities could significantly enhance the club’s
income stream by attracting non match day business as well as providing increased
incentive for fans to arrive early (and spend) and stay later (and spend). 2) on a more
mundane matter - the PA could be better!"

110

I feel the areas of primary improvement potentially benefiting the club most at this time would
be the bar and catering for revenue. Additional covered areas - potentially attracting more
spectators and offering cover for any disabled spectators.
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
111

I love Borough Park - it’s an old fashioned stadium, full of character and not one of those
modern identikit grounds you see a lot of these days. However, I’m a casual visitor living in
Birmingham and I see more away games as a result, so I don’t have to endure some of the
more archaic facilities on a regular basis, unlike the home based fans. I’d hate to see the old
girl disappear but I fully understand the need to progress and have a stadium that’s fit for
purpose and brings a much needed, regular revenue stream in to the club. It’s not an easy
decision.....

112

A bottle of toilet duck for the gents!

113

A joint use of facilities with rugby league club. It works so well at grounds like KC stadium
Hull. In Workington, the current tribal ownership attitude of their own run down facilities is
stopping progress and development for future generations in the town. Workington needs a
multi-purpose super stadium.

114

As a former player -Football league 1971/76 - Workington REDS is all about Borough Park -famous for its ‘;playing surface’ and its hospitality take that away to a ‘new site’ would need very strong PR activity. Also a move away ‘;dumps’ the history of the club.

115

Everyone is working together at all aspects the club really well, and long may this continue.

116

I believe the club should pursue the most economically viable option concerning
redevelopment v new development. As a lifetime supporter, I would love to see Borough
Park restored to it’s former glory, but equally a new stadium could potentially give much
more. This latter option would depend largely on location.

117

Get the schools involved. Promote Reds in the town centre, like the rugby club do. Have
charity days, but get Tesco and Morrisons in to help. More updates on what’s going on.

118

Easy and safe access to and from the stadium without having to cross busy main roads near
roundabouts with small children.

119

I strongly believe we should try and develop Borough Park (the heart, soul, home of the
‘Reds’) - starting with setting up a fighting fund to build a new grandstand. Having grown up
with, and supported the Reds and Town all my life there is only one ground with atmosphere
and that is Borough Park where I have been lucky to witness near capacity crowds, with
games against Chelsea, Notts Forest, Carlisle come to mind.

120

Stay at Borough Park but endeavour to buy the lease from ADC or buy the land. Get
funding from the national lottery for a new stadium and re-name it after Johnny Martin.

121

The ground needs to be modernised to attract initially 2000 crowds.

122

Better women’s toilet facilities would make females feel more welcome

123

The old grandstand is really the only area that requires a total rebuild to include new player
changing facilities and a new social club

124

Please put a low flush toilet in ladies in the bar. Many of the children who use it can’t reach
the flush.

125

A new grandstand would take care of most of the points above if the money becomes
available
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
126

I get the feeling from this survey and after attending the meeting at the ground that you know
the answer to questions 7 and 8, I’m not sure why your asking the questions. I want what is
best for the Reds, If we can stay at Borough Park, great, if we have to move, so be it. I had
thought (after attending the last meeting) that the board were looking at what could be done
as regards where the Reds should call their home. I was hoping to hear news, not being
asked questions, for me the questions should have been asked months ago.

127

Reds are hampered by the current conditions of Borough Park. It either needs a major
revamp or, more preferably, they need to move to a new ground with modern facilities.

128

I feel the board should be pursuing both move and upgrade options to secure the future of
the Reds. Developments which are safety critical should be prioritised followed by this that
generate a positive return commercially. I have been impressed by the improved community
engagement, particularly encouraging young players and spectators to affiliate with the
Reds.

129

Rename some stands after players

130

Hygiene is not observed when selling pies and the service is too slow. I like a pie but have
given up on this.

131

Why mention improved playing surface? Jeff needs a commendation!

132

All money to be spent elsewhere!

133

Stadium is Iconic. Would love to see a multi-functional new stand, it will bring in more
people and provide increased revenue streams. The potential support for Reds is far bigger
than the gates show. I’m sick of people rubbishing the stadium and using it as a reason for
non-attendance.

134

The History of Workington Reds is the club’s greatest asset. Borough Park is where all that
history took place. Move to another stadium and all that history is lost forever.

135

Extend west stand nearer the road, to make more room inside.

136

I feel it would benefit Reds to stay at Borough Park and develop it, build new stands as and
when, but desperately need a new grandstand with commercial facilities to provide added
income and improve the external appearance at the gate way of the town. I think the
terracing at both ends of the ground is fit for purpose maybe the opposite end ot the ground
would be the next to be developed to add toilets and catering facilities improved seating and
new shed on the existing terraces.
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
137

I believe the following improvements would benefit Borough Park and the club:
Improved tannoy system - it is impossible to hear announcements in certain areas of the
ground during match days. More contemporary music played during match days to improve
the atmosphere around the ground on match days (mix up the 60s/70s/80s classics with
recent music).
A modern refurbishment of the bar - I appreciate that the bar has recently been refurbished,
but in my opinion it still lacks the ability to be used for anything other than match days. A
modern bar/function room that looks completely finished would enable the club to attract
more events on non-match days. An example of an attractive bar would be the one at
Warrington Town FC, who seemed to enjoy a great atmosphere in the bar prior to kick off,
and would be somewhere I would have no issue holding a family function.
Allowing supporters to consume alcohol whilst watching the game, by serving alcohol in
plastic containers to take out on the terraces. Again, I appreciate that the club is concerned
about creating a booze induced atmosphere on match days, but I believe the club are
missing out on a huge opportunity to earn extra income on match days by not allowing
supporters to have a beer during the game. This could attract a younger fan base who could
enjoy a few beers with friends whilst watching the game. Again, something I witnessed on
last season’s away trip to Warrington Town.
Occasional promotions to encourage new fans to the club, running a half price entry match
day to attract new supporters to the game. As a fan, the £11 entry is not and never will be
an issue for me, but I know from speaking to colleagues and friends that a lesser entry fee
would encourage them to try a game at Borough Park, and hopefully get bitten by the bug to
return.
Return of a ‘club shop’, making it easier for fans to see new shirts and merchandise.

138

Improved drainage on the playing surface, match postponements in recent seasons appear
to be on the up.

139

The idea of a new ground is of course something that has a great appeal to me as a fan of
the club. The ability to boast a new, modern facility would undoubtedly attract new fans and
attract much interest in the club, and could be used to benefit the community in many ways.
However before supporting this idea, I would need irrefutable proof as a fan that this is
something that would not harm the sustainability of the football club in the future. Until this is
proven that it would be financially viable, I would support staying at Borough Park for the
foreseeable future. "

140

The most important thing is the quality of play on the pitch for me. The ground has a certain
character, which I find acceptable, so my main focus would be team strengthening. I have
been in commercial business for over 30 years. I think a major benchmarking exercise
should be undertaken to find most successful clubs with our resources - how they are able to
increase their revenues. I would imagine it is in activities in bars / clubs 7 days per week,
with improved social activities. Then a payback calculation on investments can be checked
to find the best investments.
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
141

The prime aim should be to produce a successful team capable of achieving realistic targets.
As things currently stand, a sensible and achievable objective would be promotion to
Conference North. A successful team would hopefully lead to higher attendances resulting
in increased revenue. The Board are already doing a lot of excellent work to further improve
our reputation as community Club. Good stuff but the uncertainty surrounding the Borough
Park lease is not helping to establish stability or clarity about the Club’s future. If the
decision is to stay at BOROUGH PARK or relocate, then the Club should be decisive and act
quickly. There are likely to be benefits and dis-benefits associated with each option and it’s
right that the Club should take a measured and cautious approach. I understand that some,
possibly the majority of people have a strong sentimental affection for BOROUGH PARK
and are passionate about staying put. Unfortunately, sentimentality won’t secure the long
term security of the Club. Whichever option is ultimately chosen, it should be on the basis of
objective analysis and thorough measurement of the anticipated benefits, risks and
assumptions. It also needs to be done as soon as reasonably possible.

142

The ground is outdated, a new improved community facility would be my preferred option,
but if BOROUGH PARK could be redeveloped then the club should look to stay. Either way
the present facilities are no where near good enough to help the club progress forward.

143

I occasionally bring my disabled son to matches and he is always welcomed warmly. The
ground isn’t ideal for wheelchair users but staff and fans are always exceptionally helpful.
It’s good to see the club pushing youth and ladies teams and reaching out to the community
and if redevelopment of Borough Park would be to the detriment of local football I would be
disappointed - I’m a secondary teacher so I see team development (all teams) for the future
as a priority.

144

I believe Borough Park is an integral part of the identity of Workington AFC and every effort
should be made to plan for a future there.

145

We seriously need to improve the ground, and/or, look to build another close by, whatever
means possible. We cannot live in the past in order to move forward. However, I’m fully
aware of the difficulties the club faces in achieving this.

146

A facelift to the outside of the ground would make it more appealing to new fans, but it’s
important to direct immediate improvements towards things that could increase the clubs’
revenue stream. New bar and catering facilities along with better toilets would help this.

147

A long lease on Borough Park and upgrade the facilities. There. We have one of the best
grounds in non-league for the fans to watch the matches.

148

The stadium offers very good viewing, with terracing on all four sides and not distanced by
an athletics or speedway track, which put supporters too far away from the action.

149

It’s imperative for the progression of the club further up the pyramid that a new Main Stand is
built.

150

If we had to leave our home for a better option so be it, I don’t go with all the history stuff,
arsenal, spurs, city and lots of other clubs with massive history connected to their grounds
have moved forward BUT AT OUR LEVEL new grounds are small and normally flat, I mean
by that the terracing is what makes Borough Park Borough Park. I have also heard that the
council may want to build a new back to back stand on the popular side of the ground and
put Reds on what was the dog track and town on Borough Park leaving speedway at
Derwent park, I am totally against this due to the Reds needing a better playing surface, If
shareholders, supporters are kept up to date with meetings etc that would be great, the
ground does need a lot of work but how much to do up Borough Park against building a
brand new ground??
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151

Would be good to have conference / private function facilities at a new ground to generate
additional income for the club.

152

I have been a Reds fan for 45 years and I still think it was a mistake not to have entered a
ground share with Workington Town when Allerdale offered a new stadium. love Borough
Park but it is years behind other stadiums, the new ground would have brought the club into
the modern era, instead of being patched up all the time. In my opinion it was the chance to
have a new start, an opportunity missed. I am of the opinion that Borough Park has served
the Reds well over the years and now gives all concerned with the club, a big opportunity to
move forward. To spend any money, in my opinion, be it via grants, or private investment for
upgrading or expanding Borough Park will be wasted. Investment in a new state-of-the-art
stadium should be the top priority, but still respecting the tradition and history of ‘our’ club.
Time for change, time to move forward.

153

No modern looking non-league ground layout, for example Nantwich! Keep the same style to
popular end and town end just upgrade and style if better

154

If funding can be found, surely it will be less costly to redevelop Borough Park rather than
build a new stadium? It might be different if the club owned Borough Park, but they don’t
have the option of selling it and using that funding to build a new ground.

155

It is perfect as it is!

156

Although the Club has worked tirelessly to keep Borough Park in a reasonable state of repair
I feel that it has come to the stage where certain areas for improvement have gone as far as
it is possible under the current circumstances and it is time to push for a new Stadium. It is a
legacy of years of neglect by Allerdale DC and the constant ‘firefighting’ each season just to
maintain the necessary grading is proof that a new home within the Town would be a better
option. Although it would be a wrench to leave all the memories and tradition behind a new
Stadium would be more beneficial to the aspirations of the Club long term and you only need
to look at some of the Clubs of similar standing who have moved to new Stadia (Curzon
Ashton and Bishop Auckland spring to mind) to see how they have benefitted.

157

We’ve got one of the best stadiums in the league just the bar gets a bit crowded at half time
so maybe upgrade bar facilities.

200

Why are Allerdale council so reluctant to just give Reds a langer lease???. Have they plans
to sell Borough park to someone else. If so they should declare this now. There should be
no hidden agendas in the Allerdale executive. I am very concerned that this Allerdale
Investment Partnership deal could mean the council would only git a fraction of any sale
anyways. Not fully supporting Workington Reds is political suicide for the councillors. People
will always remember they selt us down the road.

201

Re-name the popular side and the side opposite after players/managers would be a nice
touch.

202

New main stand needed for income and facilities.

203

Improvement on the commercial side. Reds in the Community (RITC) is a start, but aim for
improved local links to bring in revenue.

204

New grandstand required. Having not missed an away game for over 2 years also we have
the best terracing in the league.

205

A better tannoy system.
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206

Borough Park forms the basis of a potentially excellent stadium and unless a new site would
be a vast improvement whilst also being an economic proposition, the Reds should stay put.

207

Something which can help the club generate extra income such as a large modern function
room or conference facilities etc.

208

Covering the Derwent End again with a new roof and terrace barriers along with new toilet
block and that could be used for away fans in future should Reds progress. That would be
a good start.

209

Demolish the old grandstand building and replace with new stand, including new changing
rooms, sponsor lounge and a main bar, suitable for large crowds, and for people to hire for
weddings, birthdays and other functions.

210

Preference would be to stay at BOROUGH PARK (I like a ground with history and
personality), but could accept a move to Lonsdale Park, if renovation was to be too
expensive. Currently, the state of the pitch and inability to make extra revenue from the
stadium harms the team. I'd love to see expanded bar/catering/function facilities (I'd come
for food and a drink and watch a Saturday lunchtime game before a 3pm kick off) and a 3G
pitch that could be used year round. Next on the list would be improved toilet facilities in the
stands, a permanent home for the club shop (their collection of general football memorabilia
is a unique selling point!) and a general face-lift to attract some new sponsor boards around
the ground.

211

Better floodlights (and I look forward to returning to 100% watching when I move back to
Cumberland).

212

Allow alcohol to be taken outside to watch the game every other ground in the league is
allowed!

213

Allow people better than yourselves to invest-in and control the club as you are clearly out of
your depth.

214

I would like to see some cover on the river end of the ground and new improved toilets in the
ground.

215

The ground is part of the clubs history and while we need to move forward, history is always
good. I feel that a lot of money is used on the up-keep but it's on the same things year in
year out. So maybe a new main stand incorporating conference suites and a new social
club that can be used for all facilities could be a good income generator. What we do not
want is one these new build stadiums that lack character and atmosphere.

216

I am strongly against moving to a new stadium as I attend most Workington away games
and have seen first-hand what these new stadiums look like. They all have one grandstand
with around 500 seats and 2 other stands which resemble bus shelters. They are all
soulless and look like they are made of Meccano.

217

It would be great to put on more offers in the Times & Star to help get attendances up. The
stadium holds 5,000 as per league rules, but last season was never attended by more than
900. What a wasted resource as floodlights, maintenance etc still have to be paid
regardless. Get people in.
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218

New stadiums in this league i.e Nantwich, Coalville seem to have no life or character to
them, in addition to the fact they are often out of town making it impractical to attend games
and drawing down crowd sizes. Our location at the moment is ideal and the social club
needs a revamp, the likes of the cricket club make a fortune as its an attractive club to host
parties and events.

219

A new grandstand with function room above on the Tesco side. Would be expensive but
could hold functions there like wedding birthdays christenings etc.

220

Reds should NOT be forced out of Borough Park! Allerdale should extend the Reds lease of
Borough Park and MUST pro-actively support their plans to re-build the stadium. We all
know Allerdale really have NO available money to build it themselves. So if they are unable
to provide any funding, they should encourage access to other sources. It’s a win-win
situation. Reds get the facilities they need and deserve and Allerdale get the ground done
up for free.

220

A new stand, with hospitality, office space and function room.

221

I believe the current ground is in an ideal location, if the stand with the bar, changing rooms
etc could be modernised in every aspect, it would be ideal. The ground is on a main road
into the town and an improved stand on that side of the current ground would be a massive
improvement and a better view for everyone coming to Workington and would be a great
advert for local sport, There is already room and the stands for advertisement boards which
would generate money, and improved bar would encourage and draw more functions to the
ground just like cricket and Zebras attract. Which is more income to help the club and in
future lead to them being more self-dependant, more profit, and then the rest of improvments
needed can be funded in house, and also would encourage and hopefully lead to a more
successful club. Moving the ground away from the town centre to Lillyhall for example would
in my eyes kill the club, more people would have to drive to the ground, lowering bar intakes,
people would be less encouraged to travel during the colder wet periods. As a fan who
travels away games and has for many years, there are a few examples of council built
grounds, but they are basic, and cheap, Nantwich, Coalville, Curzon Ashton are some
examples, they lose all character.

222

Stay at current ground and spend money to improve it.

223

Being allowed to bring alcohol out of the social club would in plastic cups like the town
ground would increase revenue. Strongly disagree with moving the ground. Borough Park
is the Reds home and is accessible from the town centre. The stadium itself just needs a
total revamp to freshen it up and keep it appealing in the winter months.

224

If we are to stay at Borough Park a new grandstand is a priority. Also the state of the pitch
in winter is of great concern. If funding is not available for these improvements, but funding
can be obtained for a new stadium on say the old Lonsdale stadium site, I would be in favour
of the new stadium.

225

Toilets.

226

The whole of the Western end of the stadium needs to be redeveloped to create a decent
grandstand with social club facilities that could become an attractive venue for social
functions outside of match days and enable the club to increase its revenue streams.

301

Painting and tidy up

302

Improved Bar Lighting

Have own catering elsewhere in ground.
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303

If a new stadium cannot happen then toilet facilities and improved comfort are a must.

304

Better attitude from some board members!

305

Major facelift also needed to inside of ground which looks tatty, rusty and dirty.

306

Improved PA system. Floodlight bases reduce view of pitch.

307

Can season passes be re-issued so we can park on the Allerdale Council Car Park? This is
something that could be done now. As were given passes when the work was being done by
the beck.

308

I was astonished that the club shop 11/8/2017 did not open until 2.15pm. Surely earlier
opening would increase takings.

309

Need disabled parking next to stadium.

310

I think the club could benefit from a major re-development and continue improving the
community aspect.

311

The problem with the present seating is that the view from many is obscured by posts and
floodlights.

312

Stand over the Derwent End!

313

Car parking.

314

Be able to take alcoholic drinks outside in the ground (plastic cups) – would make loads
more profit.

315

Borough Park just needs a small main stand, the rest, as old as it is, is OK, with a bit of TLC.

316

New grandstand is vital for future progress and prosperity.

317

If we had more collectors for the Monthly Draw we could expand it further in other areas.

318

Would love to see Borough Park upgraded. Other’s could use the upgraded facilities –
concerts etc.

319

My fear is that Reds will be made to Ground Share at Derwent Park, which in my opinion will
be the death of Workington Reds.

320

A new stand to include function facilities, and maybe commercial office space and cover for
the enclosure.

321

New grandstand behind the Derwent End of ground.

322

Please can you ask operations manager of Stagecoach, Workington to alter the last 300 bus
to Carlisle from 2123 to 2140 on Tuesdays, from Workington Bus Station. We could get the
bus outside Borough Park.
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Supporters Additional Comments and Suggestions (Fans Survey Aug 2017)
323

Take alcohol outside is a must!

324

The Ladies Team should be allowed more game time on Borough Park.

325

Imperative that the existing ground and facilities are re-developed!

326

Better advertising of home games may improve takings.

327

Do not sell us out!!! Think of our history at Borough park and its prime location.

328

We can only improve things to a high degree, only if Allerdale extend the lease for 20+ years
which may attract a sponsor.

329

We have good parking! We just need a stand with a function suite.

330

The two Gents toilets each end of the Main Stand are a disgrace, Embarrassed when
visitors use them.

331

I would like to see matches advertised better, like in town.

332

Apart from a new improved stand. I love Borough park. But it is easy to see, painting inside
and outside the ground is much needed! Grass, weeds and the wall (fence) is in need of
much attention. But this would give the place a great lift! I would volunteer myself!

END
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